Day 1 - Calgary - Medicine Tent campground
Holy Smokes !!
No, really, I mean- Holy Smoke. Calgary has been enveloped in the Washington State fire for close to a
week now, and this Friday morning seems to be its worst. It actually was making me feel nauseous.
Four of our crew members – Dan, Ryan, Darcy and myself- are pulling out of Calgary at 6 am on this
smoggy morn, heading for our fifth annual ten-day backcountry adventure, this year doing Jasper’s
South Boundary Trail. The original trail started and ended in Jasper Park and covered around 170 kms but a combination of a rockslide and a forest fire in a canyon feature of the beginning 50 kms of trail
about 15 years ago, had Parks Canada decommission this section. Now the trailhead starts out of the
park at Rocky Pass, on a very remote section of forestry road on the Eastern slopes of the Rockies, west
of Cadomin. This is where we need to end up today, and with a 4-hour drive between trailheads, we
decided that the best way to do this, is to hire a taxi to take us there.
We met our taxi company, Mr. Taxi, just after 10 am, our planned time. This calmed our first worry they showed up! Actually, we needed two taxis, and Chad, the owner, showed up in a nice big Ford
crewcab pickup, and Tim, his hired hand, had a mini-van. We met Russ and Derek, the last of our crew
of six, there, loaded up, and I jumped in with Chad. We quickly found out that Chad is a highly
entertaining fellow, a lifelong Jasperite taxi driver, who seemed to dabble in a couple of different
businesses. He was also full of shit too, but hey, it sure made the hours go by fast. I’m not too sure
how many young lassies he has bagged in his taxi, or just how many rich movie stars have purchased his
services (quite a few by his count) but the kilometres flew by as we winged it through Jasper, turned
south on the forestry trunk road just before Hinton, and lost the paved road just before the quaint
mining town of Cadomin. We entered the massive mining operation out there that is Teck Coal Cardinal River mine, and I was awestruck at the size of this operation, complete with railway lines and
those massive earth-haulers that had their own road paralleling ours for a time. Finally we even drove
out of the mine lands, and the road got worse as we entered the forestry roads beyond. I’ve gotta hand
it to Chad, he stuck to his word, and got us out there cheerfully, even was ribbing Tim for driving the
minivan so damn slowly! They had radios, and he was poking him constantly – he kept telling us that
Tim was a little slow on the uptake. I was kicking myself on this whole stretch for having my camera
buried in my bag, I’ve got no photos of this section. Finally, we got to a steep hill descending down,
where Tim didn’t want to take the mini-van, so we all piled in the big Ford and Chad got us to the trail
head proper. It was 2 o’clock in the afternoon. A nice big tip for them, and suddenly- and finally- after
2 failed attempts to do this trail, we were truly in the middle of nowhere, with 55 – 65 lb. packs,
starting to walk the Jasper Park boundary trail back to our vehicles.

Since we didn’t really know how long this journey was gonna take, we were prepared to spend the first
night right here at the trailhead. But it was still just mid-afternoon, and with our first campsite being
only 12 kms away, we decided to head out and save a day of our trip for a more inspiring spot. Now
reality sets in- put on the pack, come to the realization this is what you are going to weigh for the next
few days, and start walking. We are in ATV country right now, and we first walk on a wide cutline
feature, and after a kilometre or two, we turn off onto a trail proper, and start climbing up. The
weather is good, and before long we drop down and ford our first creek, then ascend up into a meadow
that marks the start of a long open stretch that heads toward Rocky Pass.

The wind picks up with a vengeance, but it does not blow away our awe of where we are- spectacular
rocky features on both sides of us, that is the gateway from the foothills into the Rocky Mountains. On
other trips, first days are often mundane walks in the forest – not this one! I didn’t think Rocky Pass
would be this scenic. After a couple of hours we enter the National Park, and trudge on to the top of
the pass. One gust of wind nearly knocked me off balance. A plethora of photos later, and we are now
dropping down a steep incline, switchbacking down towards the junction with the Medicine Tent River.
The campsite greets us at the junction with the SBT trail proper. It’s now past 7 pm, and it’s our first
day with a heavy pack on, so we are pretty bagged - it’s been a long day. Supper is wolfed down, and
a first campfire lit and enjoyed – but not for long. We’re out on the trail, and it feels like we are a long
way from anywhere.

Day 2 – Medicine Tent Campground to Cairn Pass Campground
I think we all slept pretty well last night. The day dawned like many of them did on our trip – unsettled,
not particularly bad but not particularly promising either. We set off close to our normal 9 am start,
and not long after, came across a wilderness camera – we’ve seen many of these over the years,
designed to document the secret lives of wildlife on the trail – but we noticed that the folks who set this
one up, added some barbed wire strands on the trees that the camera was focussed on, for a good
scratching post! Not good for humans. Next up was the Medicine Tent Warden Cabin, situated in a
nice little meadow about 5kms into our day. This was the first evidence we saw of grizzly bear damage
on the feed shack, and Parks Canada wanted to get the license plate of the bear doing this, so they
mounted another camera aimed on the building. (This trail was closed to the public because of grizzly
bear damage, only re-opening about 3 weeks ago.) The weather has cleared now and it is sunny, so we
laze around for a while longer, until we start to realize how long this day is going to be – still have to get
over Cairn Pass today.

We trudge on a further 5kms to Lagrace campground- named after one of the Metis hunters in the Earl
of Southesk’s original exploration party of 1859, the one we are re-tracing on this trip. Nice camp - but
not ours, we keep moving. We’re only halfway done for today, and the serious uphill is just beginning.
I’m starting to really feel my shoulders barking at me to put this pack down! More uphill, and more
wonderful scenery, it is just getting better as we approach Cairn Pass. The guidebooks tell us that we
will pass two small tarns on the approach to the pass – I spot the first one, but it is seriously depleted in
this low-precipitation year, and the second one is dry. I find out later that Russ and Ryan stop for a dip
at the lower one, and it was not as muddy as it looked. Dan is out front, and now we are gaining
treeline, heading for the pass, and it seems to never end, it ‘s a long approach. I’m totally bagged, but
at the same time the views are spectacular! – Southesk Cairn has now come into view, and the weather
is now threatening again, but it just adds to the dramatic sky that is all around us. Finally I see Danno
drop his pack – the pass has been reached at last! Really, I am sucking wind, it’s just the second day,
my pack is still a monster on my back and we’ve just clocked off more than 20 kms today. But what a
place to be- this is a very cool spot. I ‘ve seen some people write that the SBT is a tedious slog with
limited views, but we don’t agree- the views are spectacular in this wide-open eastern side of Jasper
Park. The wind is blowing, it’s blustery and a storm is bearing down on us from the southeast – what a
great day to be alive!!! Dan and I watch as the group catches up, till all of us are in sight – but we’re
chilling out, and we should move before the storm hits us. The map says we still have 4 more kms to
go, so we say goodbye to the Medicine Tent river, and start our way down into the Cairn river valley. I

drag my ass into the Cairn Pass campground around 4:30 , and find a tent spot near an old-growth tree
that provides good shelter from the rain, which is now falling. I just manage to get my tent up, before
the rain really starts to slam us. Again, the timing is on our side, if this rain had hit us while we slogged
thru a crapload of alders near the pass, we would have been soaked. But I manage to stay reasonably
dry, and huddle in my tent for an hour or so while this storm rumbles thru, then we get the fire going
and get supper on the go. Derek has brought an 8’ x 10’ tarp along, and this tarp helps us stay dry
tonight, and for a few more nights to come, as well. There’s a nice big fire pit at this camp, and we get
a blaze going that takes the chill away. Life is good. We are taking a day off tomorrow, and if weather
permits, we are going back to the pass to bag Southesk Cairn.

Day 3 - Day off at Cairn Pass Camp
We went to bed last night and after about an hour, the sound of rain hitting the tent assaulted my ears.
Actually it’s not an assault at all, it’s a white noise that helps you get to sleep. I was exhausted after
such a long day, so I slept very well, and although it didn’t rain constantly all night, it was raining again
in the morning. It was chilly as well. Nevertheless I was up around 7:30, and again took advantage of
Derek’s tarp set up, to make morning coffee and breakfast. This wet weather was putting me off
climbing our objective for the day, Southesk Cairn, and checking out the summit cairn of this very
historic peak. Dan and Ryan were confirmed to go , but all I could think of, was how wet all the alder
bushes were going to be, and predicting that the weather was going to get worse. I declined to go,
opting instead to just putz around the camp. So, off the boys went, and the first hour went by nicely,
sipping coffee and lazing in camp - but then the weather cleared, and I got restless again- damn, should
have gone ! But then I started looking at the ridge across the valley, and whether I could ford the river
across the valley ? - within the hour, Darcy also volunteered to accompany me, leaving Russ and Derek
to enjoy the camp. We bushwhacked across the valley, managed to hop the stream, and negotiated
our way through steep chutes to gain a ridge that gave us a commanding view of the whole Cairn river
valley, and the Nikanassin Range directly across from us.

The sun came out, and we just basically lazed up there for an hour or so. Saw Dan and Ryan returning
to camp, and our hooting and hollering, and the echoes off the peaks that ensue, got their attention,
and we waved our arms wildly, knowing that no one else would be hearing this. Back in camp by midday, we relaxed for the rest of the afternoon- well, as much as I can actually rest and sit still - I think I
went and hunted out more firewood. Ryan is worse than I am, and he wandered off again, to gain a
ridge behind camp and scope stuff out with his binoculars - he spotted a black wolf ascending the
drainage right in front of him, and was not aware of his presence. He was jacked when he got back to
camp on this unexpected treat - nice. We got the fire blazing for the evening, and spent the evening
sipping whiskey and bullshitting around the mesmerizing flames.
Day 4 - Cairn Pass camp to Cairn River camp
We woke up to a reasonable day, but none of us slept that well last night, it was gusting winds and I
think all of us wondered if any lumber would disturb our slumber! But we really needed that day off
after that gruelling Day 2 - and were off at our normal time. Dan’s been regaling us with a Joke of the
Day to start us off ( sample: What’s the difference between the Rolling Stones and a Scotsman? - the
Rolling Stones say “ Hey you, get off of my cloud” , a Scotsman says “ Hey McLeod, get off of my ewe” )
so I chuckled my way the first few kilometres to the junction where the Cairn warden cabin lay on the
other side of the creek. I think we all forded the stream and missed the footbridge! Big grizzly bear
paws against the feed shed, told the tale as to why this one too, was wired with an electric fence. We
grazed on wild berries for awhile, then back on the trail.

Today was supposed to be a short day - I think 14 kilometres, all downhill – but it wasn’t as easy as we
thought it would be. This was the part of the trail that really took a beating from the 2013 flood, and
we came across sections where it would be washed away for a couple hundred feet – you would wonder
if you had to cross the river or stay on the same side, and we found out soon enough that the Parks
would flag it with yellow diamonds on trees. Some of these washouts were easy, and a couple of them
were downright devastating to the trail , and the beauty of the Cairn river. The worst one crossed the
river to the other side, but it took us quite a few minutes to catch on to this. This one had an
interesting teeter-totter tree crossing, none of us had to take off our boots. There has been lots of
alder-bashing today, but finally the trail left the river for a spell and went up and over a shoulder- we
were treated to some very pleasant, cool forest trail. When the trail met the river again, our next camp,
Cairn River camp, was just on the other side. I took advantage of this ford to clean up in the river, then
ambled over to find a spot to set up camp. Hmmm- slim pickings here for a good level spot, but
eventually I found one with a moss floor, and it turned out to be a good comfortable base. The wind has
picked up again, and although there is tons of firewood to be had, all the trees are Lodgepole Pine , and
there’s no good break from the breeze. The views however, are spectacular, we are getting near the
spot where the Southesk River joins the Cairn, and leaves the park to the east. I’m happy to just
stretch out in the moss and have a spicy tomato soup, but Ryan and Dan take off to walk up a side trail
across the river, leading up to Southesk Lake. The rest of the night is spent by the fire, and soaking in
the views available to us simply by walking a few feet into the wide river valley, ripped open to the
rocks by the destructive power of water, and checking out the dramatic light on the nearby peaks. We
can see that we are getting close to a burned forest, and will be hiking through this tomorrow.

Day 5 - Cairn River camp to Isaac Creek camp
Our on-again, off-again weather continues, and today we got up to a threatening sky. And, in keeping
with our luck, we managed to pack while the skies let up a bit, and we were on our way- immediately
being warned via way of trail sign, that we are entering a dangerous area! Falling trees ! We shouldn’t
walk if it’s windy, etc etc. And sure enough, our scenery became much more barren as we entered a
forest fire burn that dates to 2006. If you’ve ever walked in one, you will know that it’s both tragic and
hopeful - the dead sentinels of the trees, and the lush green floor that is colourful and thriving. I took
lots of pictures. We found out soon that this part of the trail was difficult to follow, and we ended up
going high on an intervening ridge, when in fact Dan found the trail by the Southesk River, our newest
river that we are now following. However, the day cleared up so again, we took off the raingear and
enjoyed the sunny day. Soon we walked right out of the National Park altogether – this is a part of the
journey where we basically walk out of the mountains into the Eastern Slopes foothills, and I had
wondered when looking at the maps, if we might have difficulty with route-finding. Immediately the
trail turned into an ATV track, following a cutline. We followed a succession of these trails, angling over
to where the Southesk River crosses our path again via a suspension bridge. Eventually we spotted the
bridge, and the Southesk Warden Cabin, through the dead sentinals, and checked out this efficient
little structure - courtesy of the FTC ( the Flying Trail Crew, as they sign all their work) circa 1994.

We also crossed back into the National Park again. This was a scenic little spot along an elevated rocky
ledge by the river, to take a break – we had accomplished about a third of the distance so far today.
The next stretch was to negotiate a series of benches and follow a cutline (most likely the Park

boundary ) to Southesk campground. As far as we are concerned, it doesn’t exist ! – we never found it,
despite the Park signs saying it was just 1 km down the trail ( it was around this section that we found
Parks signage to be woefully inaccurate re: distances) so we marched until we came upon a more
important junction, and the one that would set us straight. Straight ahead, and we would go towards
Dowling Ford ( c’mon down, dealer pricing is in effect !!) but turn right and we would start to follow
the Brazeau River valley towards Isaac Creek camp.

This broad river, we will now follow until the last day of our journey. We still had a good 10 kms to
trudge , and the weather was still sunny – but it was kinda drizzling from rain blowing in from storm
clouds hanging over the peaks. We were now on the lower portion of the Brazeau, and this area was
very flat – we walked the rest of today in semi-open meadows, passing a couple of marshy lakes –
caught a great view of the massive north face of Tarpeian Rock. Finally around 4 pm, we reached Isaac
Creek, and our last ford of the day – the horse camp was on the other side. This is a great camp - big,
lots of tent spaces, open meadow with a large fire ring, tons of firewood, and calm and no rain. Beauty
!! The weather stayed rainy and misty off to the north around the peaks, but left us alone with a great
evening around the campfire to accept Russ’s offer of campfire-cooked bacon strips, dinner up, and kill
the scotch around the fire.

Day 6 – Isaac Creek Camp to Arete Camp
Our morning dawned with blue skies, but at this point in the trip, we know it means nothing- every day
is a mixed bag of weather. Darcy is getting concerned about his feet, he’s got a nasty blister and we
taped him up with Second Skin last night. Surprisingly, for those readers who have read any of my
previous blogs, I am amazingly blister-fee and I must thank my girls at home for this, they went and
bought me $25 pairs of socks – Merino wool, I was way too cheap to buy these for myself – and now I
am wanting to be a spokesperson for this company ! Off we sprang down the trail , just a kilometre or
so, to check out the Isaac Creek Warden’s cabin. This place is Bear Central! - there’s a big stainless
steel bear trap in the front yard, and a few 45 gallon drums of helicopter fuel . Not sure if they were
successful or not. There is also an antenna-like device made by Wildlife Acoustics Inc. out of
Washington State, which I assume is a high-resolution microphone for capturing wildlife sounds - Cool !
Today is going to be the shortest day yet - just over 13 kms - and we’re looking forward to getting into
camp early. I must say, that today was pretty much uninspiring trudging until we got within a kilometre
or two from the camp - we hiked a distance away from the river, so didn’t really get any views, and
endured some boggy, horse-chewed trail. But the view from the Arete Warden’s cabin was superb, as
we finally joined back up the Brazeau, and these middle stretches of it are very scenic indeed. Across
the river would be the valley that would take you up to historic Job Pass, a route that many of the trail
pioneers in this area used to access the Kootenay Plains. We pulled into Arete camp around 2 pm, and
since the weather was nice, and the opportunity was there, each one of us used a trail down to the river
to catch a bath in the river. It was quite humourous to be up at the fire, enjoying a snack and some light
banter, to be interrupted by a blood-curdling scream down by the river, by each successive bather !!
Man that was some cold water. However the weather didn’t last, and some seriously dark clouds
started looming our way from the west. The temperature dropped off, and some cold rain moved in for
a few hours, which interrupted the nightly fire significantly. We had a little session near dusk, but all
of us felt damp and chilled – no doubt in part because of the dunk in the river. You could tell that the
sky cleared overnight, because this was the coldest night yet, and it was all I could do to stay warm in
my bag, even with a second layer on.

Day 7 - Arete camp to Brazeau River camp
Another short day coming up, and all of us arose late to a bluebird sky. There was ice in the bottles this
morning, from a heavy frost. The fire was going already- in fact, I never had to get the morning fire
going, and if I did not state it enough on the trip, my thanks go out again to the chronic earlybirds of our
group, chiefly Dan, and Ryan – it sure was nice to get up to a fire already going. I can’t get up early to
save my life! All this morning, we are sipping coffee, and watching the eastern mountains to see when
the sun will peek over, and dry out our tents and warm us up!! It happens suddenly, and it kickstarts us
to get in gear. We hit the trail a little later than normal, to blue skies that are holding. We get to the
top of a rise that gives a classic view looking westward up the Brazeau, and it’s so beautiful that Darcy
and I linger a little longer to take it in. Unfortunately, we are also looking westward at more weather
headed our way – sigh. A little further on, we came across a stream springing right out of the rock face, a
few metres higher than us! Nice and lush and green in that little spot. After awhile, we come across
some fencing that in our experience looks like horse fence - we must be getting near the Brazeau
Warden cabin. Well, I’m sure I walked another 3 kilometres before I hit the damn thing ! - but it was
another scenic location, by a big open meadow, for this log cabin. Unfortunately, it started sleeting
here, and the weather looked like it was gonna hang around. Some of these cabins have a register on
the porch to sign in, and when Ryan checked it out, the first entry dated back to 1977 ! Usually these
books don’t have this kind of shelf life. A little picket fence around it - we also opened the window, and
peered in to the tidiest little bungalow you can imagine, highlighted by a shiny Enterprise stove with
chrome trim, dating back to the thirties. Man, I could curl up with a book here for a week! Just a
kilometre past this, was the footbridge crossing over the Brazeau, and the Brazeau River camp was just
on the other side. The reports that we had heard described this camp as “worth passing by” but we
thought it was a fine little camp. It was also evident that we were nearing civilization - this camp had
picnic tables! ( albeit very cool picnic tables, hand-crafted by the FTC ) It was also getting harder to find
easily accessible firewood, but we managed to grab some good wood from across the river. Again, the
horseshoes up our posterior were evident, as the rain/snow let up enough to get our tents pitched and
our kitchen set up, and Derek’s tarp was never more useful than here – he set it up over the picnic
table, so we had a dry place to get the supper going. Even now, on Day 7, that lad was chopping onions
and other fresh legumes, and whipping up a suppertime fare that would make a sous-chef envious.
Me? - boil-in-bag chili. But hey, even our freeze-dried suppers never fail to pick up the spirits, a hot
meal on a cold day, that fills you up, is still a luxury. We had a little snowstorm of graupel roll through,
but other than that, a nice campfire got us warm – a couple of hits off Derek’s large Scotch stash didn’t
hurt either - and we trundled off to bed when the darkness overtook us.

Day 8 - Brazeau River camp to Four Point camp
We awoke to a grey morning, with low clouds and threatening skies. This just looked like the kind of day
that you should start off, wearing your rain pants. Actually, for the amount of threatening weather
we’ve had on this trip, I have managed to keep my boots dry ( or at worst, damp) all trip. Even
ploughing through all these alders on the trail for the past 7 days have not given me a soaker. So, the
pants go on, and because I can't seem to get my act in gear today, I’m last out of camp. The clouds
cloak the lower slopes, and when they part, you can tell that snow line is just a couple hundred vertical
feet above us. And there is a downright chilly breeze blowing- yet, the rain and snow hold off. Geez,
I’m walking at a fast pace, but can’t even hear any “yo-bear”-ing at all, for well over the first 5 or 6
kilometres. Finally, I catch Ryan and Darcy at the first break – but they are off soon ( they’ve been
sitting and getting cold) and I will walk with Darcy for awhile, but then not see anyone else until camp.
However, while having a last break with him, we meet our first hiker- eight full days without seeing a
soul. That is now a record for this group for remoteness – we’ve never gone longer than this without
seeing someone. ( Last night Dan claimed to have seen a group pass by on the trail but sometimes he
drinks too much and is prone to delusions.) The trail splits into hiker and horse trail, and the valley has
some very scenic panoramas of the upper Brazeau, with swirling clouds making for dramatic pictures. I
pass the old washed-out bridge leading over to Wolverine South camp, which is now decommissioned
and no longer in use. The trail stays on the north bank, and it looks like I am walking into some very
low weather in the near distance. I notice that all the grasses and shrubs have turned colour, and it’s
looking like autumn. But it’s not autumn that approaches – it’s winter. I’ve now walked for a few hours,
and as I reach the Four Point warden cabin- pretty much exactly at that time – a blizzard hits me. It’s like
I am walking in a Christmas card.

It’s no biggie, as I have some shelter given by the cabin porch, and besides - this is where the grave of
John McGillivray is. Oh, I’ve been here before, many moons ago on an Easter ski trip, and there – in the
moonlight, by the light of our headlamps, we discovered young John’s final resting spot. I’ve been
priming the boys about this spot - kinda hoping we’d set off at dark tonight, with the remnants of our
whiskey in our hands, and have a ghoulish toast to this unfortunate young soul who perished, alone, at
around 25 years of age, of starvation. But try as I might to locate his grave - and well I remember that
it was just footsteps away from the wardens cabin - it is nowhere to be found. I searched all over hell’s
half acre out there, bundled up against the puking snow, but it has been moved! Damn. After about
half an hour, I give up and move on to our camp, which is just a few minutes away. The boys are all set
up, and this camp is similar in creature comforts to the last one, replete with FTC picnic tables, wires on
the bearpoles, and nice large fire ring. I am kinda wet now, from the grave search, so instead of
slipping into the camp booties, immediately set off in search of firewood - it’s scarce at this camp.
Finally, I find a nice big dead tree, still standing, and fell the bastard. It’s so big I can’t drag it back into
camp by myself! But what we really need- and is even scarcer - is dry kindling. This camp is picked
over- it’s only a day’s hike from the road, that’s why. We had to perform CPR on that damn fire for
quite a few minutes, Ryan and I blowing on it in turns, before it finally caught, and from that point on,
we had a nice big blaze going. Again, the weather has cleared, but we are getting nervous about the
next two days- we are going over Jonas Shoulder, and the dude that Darcy and I met, had gone over it
the day before, in a whiteout, and got lost. We’re also aware that Day 9’s planned camp, Jonas cutoff,
does not allow fires. We’ve got a vote coming up between the boys - do we hustle out the trail over
Nigel Pass tomorrow, and hitchhike back to the vehicles, or do we hike up to Jonas Cutoff tomorrow,
and hope for good weather and carry on over the pass and down Poboktan Creek? Hey, let’s enjoy the
fire tonight, and we’ll decide tomorrow!! … which is exactly what we did. Our second stranger – a
lone dude named Sheldon – pulled into camp just now, and we swap stories with him.
Day 9 - Four Point to Nigel Creek
Well, what kind of author am I ?? - givin’ it away in the title, sheeesh!
The morning actually dawned almost clear, which made for a frosty night again ( but the winner of the
frosty night is Arete Camp) and the views down by the river were very cool, with low-lying clouds
accentuating the valley looking east, and imposing Nigel Peak right behind the camp. But within the
time it takes to warm up with a couple cups of coffee, the sky became white with a thin, even cloud.
And it just seemed to get more leaden. It was also even colder still - we took the hint. It didn’t take
long before we hiked out of this last stand of trees and into the open views of Brazeau’s upper valley.
The light was flat but the scenery was still spectacular as we approached Nigel Pass. Finally, we got as
high as the snow line, and the trail started a serious ascent to the pass. There was a waterfall in the
distance to the right, and to the left you could see the rubble-strewn valley where Cataract Pass meets
Nigel. It was right about now that I really wished that I had brought gloves on this trip. The Pass itself is
an elongated affair, there were a few high points and I am still not exactly sure which one it was, it is
not marked clearly. But at this point, you can see the Icefields Parkway in the distance as they lumber
up from the Big Bend and toward the icefields.

I catch up with Russ and Darcy, and we linger for one more time beside Nigel Creek, our last running
water mate on this journey. Dan, Ryan and Derek are way ahead now, goin’ like greased bearshit for
the trailhead, and have a very good story for us when we finally get there - they met a young woman, a
single mom by the sound of it, who hiked in alone, wanting to get to Four Point camp, but got lost over
the Pass and spent a night alone and cold, cuddling in the tent with her food. She had frostbite on her
toes and fingers, and was now going to hitchhike into Jasper to get to the hospital. You know that we
couldn’t make a story like this up. Ryan was already on the road hitching to get his car, she stepped on
the road in front of him, and first car picked her up !! We watched Ryan walk out of sight, cars
zooming by. Shortly thereafter, a guy who stopped in the parking lot to check his oil, gave Derek a ride
- but it was Ryan who got back first !!

The trip is over- and first stop was Sunwapta Falls tourist stop for a beer ! Derek and Russ are heading
north towards Jasper, and Edmonton - we toast our success, and the four of us get in and make a
beeline for Lake Louise, and the Post Hotel, for what we have been talking about for about the last
three days - a big greasy cheeseburger meal !! Although our weather held all the way out – grey and
gloomy and cloudy, but dry - we catch the rain around the Saskatchewan River crossing, and it just
pounds us all the way back to Calgary. We missed all this on the trail.
Was it us?

******************************

